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PEPERIKSAAN GERAK GEMPT]R
BAHASA INGGERIS
Kertas I
Ogos 20ll
I jam

PRA 2 tztl

Satu jam

JANGAN BUKA KBRTAS SOALAN INI SEHINGGA DIBERITAHU

1. Kertas soalan ini mengandungi 40 soalan.

2. Jawab semua soalan.

3. Tiap-tiap soalan diikuti oleh tiga pilihan jawapan, iaitu A, B dan C
atau empat pilihan jawapan, iaitu A, B, C danD. Bagi setiap soalan,
pilih satu jawapan sahaja. Hitamkan semuo jawapan anda pada
kertas jawapan objektrf yorg disediakan.

Kertas soalan ini mengandungi 16 halaman bercetak
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Questions I - la are based on the information given.

CASH
TERMS
ONLY

Which of the following sentences best explain the sign?

A We lend money.

B You have to PaY in cash.

C We accePt all major credit cards'

D You can PaY us any way You want'

DON,T WORRY, BE HAPPY

A Hong Kong research company conducted Asia's f irst happiness

survey and found that nine out of ten people in the Phil ippines

and Indonesia were happy with their l ives. Malaysia, singapore

and Thaila nd shared second place. ln third place were Hong

Kong, South Korea, Taiwan and JaPan'

Based on the text above, which of the following statements is true?

A People in rich countries are happier'

B People in Indonesia are the happiest in the world.

C Most people in the Philippines are huppy with their lives'

D The Japanese are more miserable than the South Koreans'

Izll
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SULIT
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UNIVERSIW DEGREE

Bachelor's Master's Doctorate

For academic and work experience

No classroom attendance required

Of course, experience is sti l l  the best teacher - but degrees open doors!

Send detailed resume on work, l i fe and academic experience for a no-cost

evaluat ion to:

EMMIJ UNIVERSIW
600, Fortune Land, Rock Road,
93200 Kuching.

What is unusual about the degree oflered at this university?

A There is no need to attend classes.

B The best teachers are employed.

C The university is in Kuching.

D The education is free.

The signboard above shows that

A you have to be 12 in order to play

B the playground is for young children

C adults are not allowed in the playground

D the equipment is for those younger than 12

[Lihat halaman sebelah
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PLAYGROUND IS

STRICTLY FOR

CHILDRE' \ '

BELOW 12
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l 've warned my
daughter to staY
away from Ah Beng.
He's a wolf in
sheep's clothing.

SULIT

6 Mrs. Lee can be described as

A thriftY

B friendlY

C generous

D philanthroPic

lZll @ 201I Hak cipta Jabatan Peloiaran Sarowak

From the dialogue above, we can conclude that Ah Beng cannot be

A trusted

B attacked

C defeated

D influenced

12lr
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I agree with You. I
always saw him
flirting with different
girls every time I went
to town.

Dear foIrs, Lee,

Itfianfryou eer) mucfr for footing tfre 6if[ I witt ner)er 6e

o6te to pay 6ac|.1our Qinfness, No worfs can fescri1e fraw

gratefuf I am' 
Lo,e,

lone
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Causes of Death in Malaviia

Accidents +
Vio lence,

Lung

:r- p rob le ms,

[---t.^ 7.t%

I  alood \1

p i rcu la t ion  \
I  R rob lem,  \
\  35 .1% |t \ l

\. I
\ t '

\V

tt.4% 
7r'\

/
Infections, --p\----=

5. t%

AlL_ f--*7other 
\  /

Causes, \  /  I
L6.7Yo \r/ /

From the pie chart above, the leading cause of death in Malaysia today is

A cancers

B lung problems

C all other causes

D blood circulation problems

Which group would not benefit from this product?

A Babies

B Dieters

C Dancers

D The elderlv

t2tl
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Questions 9 - 10 are based on the following text'

Nobody knows for sure what percentage of the things we buy are made

only to be thrown away almost immediately. We do know that more than 50

per cent of the plastic thrown away is packaging. Always try to precycle rather

than recycle. That means not buying over-packaged goods or fruit, vegetables

and meat in Styrofoam trays and seeking out products that come in packaging

that can be recycled. Always take your own carrier bag with you to the

supernurket. Remember that every little thing you buy has an effect on the

environment.

Which of the following statements is true about the text?

A We throw most things away immediately after we buy them'

B Packaging constitutes 50 per cent of plastic thrown away'

C Over-packaged food is bad for the health'

D Plastic cannot be recYcled.

10 A good environmental practice would be to

A buy more recycled goods than precycled goods.

B shop in supermarkets which give plastic bags'

C buy food in Styrofoam packaging is better'

D bring our own shoPPing bag.

[Lihat halaman sebelah
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in
on
to
with

embarrass
embarrasses
embarrassed
embarrassing

find
finds
found
finding

Meanwhile

However

Finally

Then

clog

clogs

clogged

clogging

making

makes

made

make

has

had

have

having

[Lihat halaman sebelah
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Questions 11 - 18 are based on thefollov'ing lext.

Dear Editor, -

I am surprised that in a developed country like Malaysia, the public toilets are in such a

poor state. They actually filthy! This problem is often highlighted 12 our local

newspapers, but so far, no solution has been found. This is very 13 for us because tourists

have a bad impression of Malaysia as a whole. There are restroorns in most public places. One

can easily a toilet near enough in most places like shopping malls, along the

expressways and in petrol kiosks. Nevertheless, can one find a clean toilet?

15 , in recent times, a lot has been done to solve this problem of filthy toilets but

with little success. In many of the public toilets, the taps are leaking, the sinks and outlets are

16 and the floors are wet and filthy.

Sure ly , i feachoneofuS4i tapo in t tousetheto i le tsproper lyandc leanupaf ter

using the toilet, the situation will improve. Children 18 to learn from young how to use

and maintain public amenities. They have to learn this in their homes and in their schools.

Disgasted

16A
B
C
D

1S

are

was

were

A
B
C
D

A
B
C
D

11

L2

15A
B
C
D

18A
B
C
D

A
B
C
D

t7A
B
C
D

13

A
B
C
D
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SULIT 8

Questions 1"9 -21

Read the diologue below and choose the best meaningfor the phrases underlined'

L2ll

[Lihat halaman sebelah
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Carol

Mary

Carol

Mary

Carol

Mar)'

19

20

Mary, how is your preparation for the upcoming PMR examination? 
'

Not very well, I'm afraid. I can't seem to keep up with (19) the revisions!

Don't get put off (20) by hard work. Believe me, it's going to be worth all

your eflorts when you do well in the exams'

I'm trying hard to focus on the exams but sometimes there are just too

many distractions. It's so frustrating.

Well, the exams are just a few short months away so you'd better study

hard. Just get it over with (zl) and then you canhave some fun after the

exams are over.

Thanks for your advice.

keep up with

A furish

B manage

C continue

D postpone

put off-

A upset

B offended

C dismayed

D discouraged

eet it over with

A do something that is unpleasant but necessary

B look forward to doing something unpleasant

C delay doing something unpleasant

D avoid doing something unpleasant

21
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Questions 22 - 24

Read the text below and choose the best meaning for the expressions underlined.

Jenny and Syarifah are best friends. They are not from a wealthy family but

they are happy with what they have. They cannot keep up with the Joneses (22)

because they cannot afford many things.

When they go shopping, they are very thrifty. They cut their coats according

to their cloth (23).

They know their limits. They also understand each other's problems. After

all, they are in the same boat (24).Therefore, they do not take advantage of each

other. In fact, they often support one another.

22 keep up with the Joneses

A speak with the Joneses

B be on par with others

C run as fast as others

D mix with the others

23 cut their coats according to their cloth

A spend as much as theY can

B buy all the clothes theY can

C spend according to their means

D cut the cloth to make their coats

24 in the same boat

A of similar interest

B in trouble together

C in similar situations

D travelling in the same boat

[Lihat halaman sebelah
SULIT
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Questions 25 -28 are based on thefollowing advertisement.

[Lihat halaman sebelah
SULIT

HEAVEN RESORTS is devoted to refreshing the spirit and leaving a smile. Att that

separates Kuching from its teisurety pteasure is a 2'hour car ride. lt is atso just 35

minutes via speedboat from its sister istand, Venus.

HEAVEN RESORTS' 23 000 hectares of Mataysian tropics offer nature trekking, fantastic

cycting and some of Asia's most chattenging championship gotf courses. Not to mention

the chance to enjoy water sports in crystat-ctear waters teeming with colourful marine

Life.

So, for a sunny day trip or a luxurious weekend getaway, look no further than HEAVEN

RESORTS.

Just catl our Tourist Infotine at 03-555 9999 or your [oca[ Tour Agent
to find out how you can put a smite on your face

l2ll @ 201 I Hak cipta Jabatan Pelaiaran Sarawak
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25 HEAVEN RESORTS is in

A Sentosa

B Malaysia

C Indonesia

D Singapore

26 In 'nature trekkinE' , d person will probably

A climb the tallest mountain in HEAVEN

B hunt for wild animals in the jungle

C walk through part of the forest

D cycle round HEAVEN island

27 'Water sports' would include

A sailing, windsurf,rng and scuba diving

B swimming and playing on the beach

C computer games and video games

D goll tennis and squash

28 Those who want to visit HEAVEN RESORTS should

A know how to play golf

B put a smile on their faces

C contact their travel agents

D know how to cvcle and swim

tLtr
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Questions 29 - 34 arc based on the following passage.

It took us nearly two hours to cross the choppy waters and reach Pulau

Kawan. The bumboat was small and cramped, and the fear of capsizng haunted us. We

would probably have reached Pulau Kawan if we had decided to srvim across, but the

current was too strong for us. We seemed to have left the jetty ages &go, after a tiring wait

for the bumboat. There, weary and grumpy, we had grudgingly let the persistent

mosquitoes feast on our blood. Mau and Dino had quarrelled, and that left all of us in a

bad mood. The unbearable boat ride did not lift our spirits either. It was a hot and humid

afternoon. Our shirts, wet with sweat, clung to our sticky bodies. The bumboat jerked

along, and I felt sick.

For one moment, I must confess that I regretted joining them on this

expedition. It was a crazy idea to want to camp on Pulau Kawan. Everyone knew that the

island was haunted; and on each Thursday night, all the ghosts and spirits would drift

over the island. Of course, we had to choose a Thursday to go to the island. Mau, Dino

and Raja had senselessly clamoured to set off on our expedition on T'hursday. Ju and I

had violently objected to that, but we were outnumbered, and in a democratic society like

ours, the majority had their way.

The sea was green and my face probably shared its colour. Ju's ceaseless

grumblings were starting to be janing, and I was irritated with Raja's tuneless whistling.

pulau Kawan seemed farther than usual. Though the island came into view soon enough,

it was a good long while before we finally reached the jetty on the island. We stepped off

the bumboat carefully. Dino, however, lost his footing and, had it not been for Raja who

deftly reached out and grabbed his collar, he would have fallen into the sea. I had

suffered enough of the jerky motion of the bumboat, and when I stepped onto solid

ground once again, I promptly threw up, much to the disgust of everyone.

[Lihat halaman sebelah
SULIT
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29 The group of friends on the bumboat was afraid that it would

A not have enough space for them

B be an uncomfortable ride

C be very jerky

D overturn

The author complained that the bumboat was very

A slow

B rough

C heavy

D fearful

31 It was not feasible to swim to Pulau Kawan because

A it was too far

B it would be too slow

C the current was too strong

D there were crocodiles in the sea

STTLIT

32 The author thought it was

A silly

B childish

C ignorant

D innovative

tall

to want to go to Pulau Kawan on a Thursday.

13
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33 The author found Ju's grumblings

A self-centred and annoYing

B unpleasant and uPsetting

C dull and repetitive

D frustrating

34 Dino might have fallen into the sea because

A the bumboat was jerkY

B Raja did not save him

C Raja grabbed him

D he slipped

[Lihat halaman sebelah
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Questions 35 -37 are based on thefollowing poem.

The Dead Crow

He saw a dead crow
in the drain
near the post office.
He saw an old man
gasping for air
And a baby barely able to breathe
in a crowded morning clinic.
This land is so rich.
Why should we suffer like this?

I want clean air
for my grandchildren.
I want the dammed fools
to leave the forest alone.
I want the trees to grow,
the rivers run free,
and the earth sovered with grass.
Let the politicians plan how we may live with dignity,

now and always
A. Samad Said

35 The persona is so angry because he believes

A that too many bad politicians are in charge of the country.

B developers are greedy and only want profit for themselves.

C that natural resources of the country are not being used well.

D too many weak, innocent and poor people of the country are dying.

36 The phra se live with dignity means that people should live

A in peace and harmonY

B decent and heaithY lives

C like fools and Politicians

D proud and luxurious lives

37 The poet uses a crow in this poem because it is supposed to be

A a dirty bird

B a noisy bird

C a hardy bird

D an unlikeable bird

I2l1 @ 20t I Hak cipta Jabatan perajaran sarawak [Lihat halaman sebelah
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euestions 38 - 40 are based on the extract fram the short story How Dalat Got Its Name.

"Our late chief has gone back to our ancestors," he said, "leaving behind him three sons. We

have mourned for him for one hundred days. Now is the time to appoint a new chief. The eldest.

son, Galau, shall be chief over us. I pray that he will rule us wisely".

" Galau is a good fellow," Umat called out. "But he's a bit soft-boned. What use would he be

as a chief?"
"A chief doesn't have to be a strong man!" one of the elders answered. "Your late father was

very old" but he was the best chief we have ever had."

"Ah, we were just lucky that there was no war! I respect my late father very much, but he

would have been useless in a fight."
Everyone stared at the young man. How could he say such a thing about his own father?

But some of the other men agreed. "Yes, what use is a weak, soft-boned chief if there is a

war?" they shouted. "Galau knows the laws and the customs, but does he know how to fight? We

want Umat for our chiefl"

Soon, everybody was talking at once. Some were shouting this, some were shouting

that. There had been a war once, long ago. The older men could remember it.

38 The phrase "late chief ' means the chief who

A has died

B is never on time

C has left the tribe

D is weak and soft-boned

39 The elders of the village were all the

A former chiefs of the tribe

B older brothers of the tribe

C the first-born sons of the tribe

D men who helped govern the tribe

40 What is the conflict seen in this passage?

A Galau is too weak to be chief.

B Umat is too hot-headed to be chief.

C Galau and Umat arc both too popular.

D The people are divided as to who should be the new chief.

KERTAS SOALAN TAMAT
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SUGGE,STED AI\{SWE,RS TO

ENGLTSH PAPER 1(1211)

ANSWERS
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2t A

22 B

23 c
24 c
25 B

26 c
27 A

28 c
29 D

30 A

31 c
32 A

33 B

34 D

35 c
36 B

37 c
38 A

39 D

40 D

1 B

2 c
3 A

4 D

5 A

6 c
7 D

8 A

9 B

10 D

11 B

t2 A

13 D

L4 A

15 B

16 c
T7 B

18 c
19 B

20 D
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t harmful fishing methods

j oil spil ls

3 fires from collision of sea tankers

4 (illegal) dumping of toxic waste

5 reclaiming swamplands for development

6 hunting of endangered species (for sport / special delicacies) / illegal hunting of animals

7 water activities along the coastal regions / in the deep sea

MARKING GUIDELINES FOR SECTION B : $UNI}IARY

Content Points (N'Iaximum 5)

NOTE:

1. If a student uses these compulsory words, spelling of these words rnust be correct.

2. If a student rephrases the compulsory words, spelling of key words need not necessary

be correct but the meaning rnust not be distorted.

BEFORE MARKING

I . Count the number of words. If students use the Introductory words given ( 1 0 words), put

a single stroke (/) after the 10'h word of the opening line and count up to 50. Put another

single stroke (/) after the 50th word.

2. If students do not begin their summary with the introductory words given, put a single

stroke before the l " word and count up to 50 words. Put another single stroke after the

50th word.

e .g .

ts0

3. If the number of words used to write the summary does not exceed 50, count and write

the actual number of words on the bottom right hand corner.

4. If a student writes the title for the summary, e.g. why marine creatures are slowly
dying, ignore the title when counting the number of words for the summary.

NOTE : Do not penalize the students for any omission, errors or incompleteness

in the introductory words, or for not using the Introductory words.

/ Human activities have caused

www.papercollection.wordpress.com
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JABATAN PELAJARAN SARAWAK

2.

3.

PEPERIKSAAI{ GERAK GEMPIJR PRA 2 I2I2
BAHASA INGGERIS
Kertas 2
Ogos 20ll
I  %jam Satu jam tiga puluh minit

JANGAN BUKA KERTAS SOALAN INI SEHINGGA DIBERITAHU

1. Kertas soalan ini mengandungi tiga bahagian: Bahagian A,
Bahagian B dan Bahagian C.

Jawab semua bahagian.

Jawapan anda hendaklah ditulis dalam buku jawapan yang sediakan.
Sekiranya buku jawapan tidak mencukupi, sila dapatkan helaian
tamb ahan dar ipada pengaw as peper iks aan.

4. Anda dinasihati supaya mengambil masa 40 minit untuk menjawab
soalan Bahagian A, 30 minit untuk Bahagian B dan 20 minit untuk
Bahagian C.

Kertas soalan ini mengandun gr 4 halaman bercetak
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Section A: Guided Writing

[30 morksl

you came across a newsletter column where a counsellor advised a reader who has

personal problems. You have similar problems and you would like to write a letter to the

counsellor to ask for advice. Use the notes below to write the letter.

When writing your letter :

. you may use all the words or phnases given

. elaborate on the given notes to make it more interesting

€ use an appropriate format

o make sure it is not less than 120 words

1212

[Lihat halaman sebelah
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Stress in studies
. too much homework
o too many tuition classes

Noisy home environment
o inconsiderate siblings
o noisy neighbours

Lack of parental care
. busy working parents
o home alone

Peer pressure
o bully
. play truant

l2l2 @ 2011 Hak Cipta Jabatan Pelaiaran Sarav'ak
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Section B : Summary

I l0 marlu]

Read the following article and complete the following task.

Write a summary on why marine creatures are slowly dying

Your summary must:

r not be more than 60 words, including the l0 words given below

o be in continuous writing ( not in note form )

. be written in one paragraph

Use your own words as far as possible without changing its original meaning.

Begin your summary as follows:

The oceans are the habitat of many sea creatures, but...

12t2

[Lihat halaman sebelah
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The oceans are homes to many marine creatures. The fish, sea mammals and other
sea animals are slowly dying out. Why is this so?

Human activities have caused loss and death to marine life. Harmful fishing
methods have brought destruction to marine plants and animals. Trawlers with dragnets
dragged the seabed and destroyed the undersea gardens. Besides, oil spills and fires from
collision of sea tankers have killed many sea creatures. Worst of all, illegal dumping of
toxic waste from factories into the sea by irresponsible owners have caused the number of
marine animals to slowly diminish.

Reclaiming swamplands for development have also affected marine life as their
natural habitat is destroyed. These marine creatures cannot adapt to the changes in their
habitat, thereby they slowly starve and die when they lose their homes. Illegal hunting of
endangered species such as the dugongs and whales has caused these animals to become
nearly extinct. People hunt them for sport and also because they are special delicacies.

Water activities along the coastal regions and in the deep sea can destroy marine
life. The blades of speedboats may hit the fins of the fish and cause injuries. Therefore,
tour operators and tourists must be careful not to destroy marine life or these beautiful sea
creatures will disappear very soon.
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Section C : Novel

I l0 marksf

LZtz \

The following are in the novels studied in the literature component in English Language. ,

l. Potato People - Angela Wright

2. Robinson Crusoe - Daniel Defoe

3. The Phantom of The Opera - Gaston Leroux

4. Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde - Robert Louis Stevenson

5. The Prisoner of Zenda - Anthony Hope Hawkins

Based on the novels above, which one would you recommend to your friend.

Give reasons for your answer.

Provide evidence from the text to support your answer.

Your response should be:

. not less than 50 words
o in continuous writing (not in note form)

KERTAS SOALAN TAMAT
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